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Abstract—Behavior-based anomaly detection (AD) approaches for enterprise-ITsecurity are not easily applicable to other domains,

such as embedded devices and IoT nodes in cyber-physical systems. AD approaches are usually highly optimized for specific purposes,

tightly bound to domain-specific technologies and rely on a specific syntax of investigated data. Data from cyber-physical systems is

however highly diverse, often poorly documented and not easily ingested for automated analysis. AECID provides an anomaly detection

approach, that monitors unstructured textual event data (i.e., log data), and implements self-learning for autonomous operation. A parser

generator establishes amodel of normal system behavior on top of observed events, which then can be leveraged to detect anomalies as

deviations from that baseline. The unsupervised anomaly detection approaches of AECID applymachine learning techniques to perform

sequence analysis, correlation analysis and statistical tests of events represented in log data. This paper discusses AECID’s applicability

in a building security system use case. A proof of concept demonstrates the effective detection of anomalies in log data of a building

access control system stemming from cardmisuse, including stolen access cards and cloned cards.

Index Terms—Access control, anomaly detection, behavior modeling, intrusion detection, log data, machine learning, security
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1 INTRODUCTION

ENTERPRISE IT, embedded systems, smart manufacturing,
energy grids, industrial IoT, fintech, and other domains,

operate interconnected systems, which follow predefined
processes and are employed according to specific usage pol-
icies. The events generated by the systems governed by
these processes are usually recorded as log data [1] for
maintenance, accountability, or auditing purposes. Such
records contain valuable information that can be leveraged
to detect any inconsistency or deviation in the process, and
indicate anomalies potentially caused by attacks, misconfi-
guration or component failure. The investigation of such
events can be performed adopting different anomaly detec-
tion (AD) techniques [2].

AD approaches have been largely investigated by IT secu-
rity researchers and have been proven effective for very spe-
cific problems; nevertheless, these methods have not been
fully leveraged to achieve security in other domains, yet. The
reasons for this are manifold, but a major hurdle is that log
data is highly diverse and their structure mostly poorly
documented [3]. Instead of a few major system types like in
enterprise IT, in operational technologies, IoT and cyber-

physical systems (CPS) hundreds of vendors exist, which
makes it even harder to maintain an understanding of sys-
tem log data structures. Additionally, the life span of CPS
components is much longer than in enterprise IT, which usu-
ally leads to a mixture of devices of different types and gen-
erations in large CPS. These are all factors that hinder the
wide adoption of standards for log data in this area and leads
to highly diverse and often insufficiently documented log
output [4].

We argue that the advantages provided by AD in enter-
prise IT security should efficiently be transferred to other
domains, including embedded systems and IoT security as
applied in building security systems (BSS). Specifically,
methods from user entity behavior analytics (UEBA) [5],
used to determine fraudulent behavior on enterprise end-
points, are a boon to CPS by determining behavior profiles
of entities within a CPS – and pinpoint any kinds of behav-
ior anomalies on top of that. In this paper, we take a closer
look into the application of AD in physical access control
systems [6]. Here, key cards allow users to enter areas of a
building for which they have been authorized. By deter-
mining deviations from individually learned usage pat-
terns of cards using log data from building security
equipment, we demonstrate that we are able to discover
different kinds of fraud, such as stolen cards and cloned
cards, and other kinds of weaknesses, including excessive
access rights.

The main contribution of this paper is the demonstration
of a smart anomaly detection approach in a non-enterprise
IT environment. The detection approach was designed for
self-learning a baseline in an unsupervised fashion and
applies subsequent online anomaly detection of deviating
behavior. Specifically, our goal is to detect strong changes of
the card holders’ behavior regarding their booking activities
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as a consequence of fraudulent actions. We further discuss
the feasibility of four different detectors for physical access
control, where we investigate appropriate means to make
them applicable in a real life setting with noisy data due to
erratic users in changing environments.

We apply AECID [7], a cutting edge machine learning
solution that flexibly adapts to the observed infrastructure,
reliably builds system behavior models, and predicts and
detects behavior changes caused by intrusion attempts,
unintended configuration changes, and malfunction. We
show how AECID can be applied to increase the protection
provided by an existing facility security control center.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides important background on physical security
systems and use cases for AD in this context. Then, Section 3
outlines the AD methodology of AECID. Following these
design principles, we highlight the implementation for phys-
ical access control in Section 4. Specifically, we show the
structure of log data and the configuration of suitable detec-
tors. In Section 5, we demonstrate the application on real
data from a medium-sized operational environment. Then,
Section 6 reports on important lessons learned and critically
discusses limitations of our work. Eventually, Section 7 con-
tains relatedwork and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 BUILDING SECURITY SYSTEMS

A multitude of data sources exist in building security sys-
tems (BSS), suitable for detecting behavioral anomalies of
its users. In this paper we mainly focus on the usage of
access cards in physical access control, however, also data
from IoT cameras or other means of sensors are potentially
suitable to achieve similar results. Depending on the use
case, different types of anomalies, such as outliers or change
in trends need to be detected.

2.1 Anomaly Detection (AD) in BSS

The primary goal of Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) is to
timely detect invaders and attackers, to react quickly and
reduce the caused damage [8]. There are many parallels in
how IDS are used in the areas of ‘classic’ enterprise IT secu-
rity and building security systems. While, for example, fire-
walls and antivirus scans are applied to detect and prevent
attacks in computer networks, physical access control sys-
tems (such as electronic locks) and surveillance cameras are
used for the same purposes in physical facilities.

Smart anomaly detection approaches are required to reli-
ably discover deviations from a desired system’s behavior
because of an unusual utilization through an illegitimate
user [2]. Notice that this is the same regardless if a high-end
server landscape is being exploited or a low-end embedded
system of a BSS. For instance, if adversaries manage to steal
user credentials, or access cards in case of building security,
and are using these legitimate credentials to illegitimately
access systems they will eventually utilize them differently
from legitimate users. In IT environments, they run scans,
search shared directories and try to extend their presence to
surrounding systems. In physical building, they may do the
same, i.e., systematically try out where they can get access
or moving through a building on unusual routes. This will
generate a series of events identifiable by anomaly-based

detection approaches. For that purpose, a baseline describes
the ‘normal and desired system behavior’ and everything that
differs from this description is classified as hostile. This way,
AD approaches can find new attack vectors that signature-
based approaches cannot.

2.2 Use Cases of AD in BSS

We describe four use cases of AD for physical access con-
trol, to demonstrate the benefits of AD. Detectors for these
use cases are further implemented and evaluated in the
remainder of this paper. Notice, certain misuse cases are not
covered by the introduced detectors, e.g., piggybacking, for
which other means, such as information from surveillance
cameras, would need to be processed. Additionally, the less
the attacker knows about the legitimate card holder and/or
the company policies the more likely they will cause anoma-
lies. In contrast. The better an attacker can mimic the legiti-
mate card holder’s behavior, the harder it will be for the
system to discover misuse.

2.2.1 UC#1 Systematic Trial and Error

A casual attacker finds a physical access card and enters a
building. Within the building s/he systematically tries out to
which rooms s/he can get access towith this cardwithin short
time intervals. This usage pattern is unusual for the legitimate
owner of the card. A high number of booking events in small
time slots occur, potentially outside previous usage periods,
and at doors usually not used in this sequence. Numerous
types of anomalies may occur (unusual frequencies, breaking
sequences etc.), leading to detection of thismisuse case.

2.2.2 UC#2 Cloned Cards

Similar to UC#1 an attacker gets hold of a legitimate access
card, however, this time s/he clones the card leading to two
identical cards causing booking events in the access system.
The same detection mechanisms as before apply. Moreover,
this time the AD system has an additional sophisticated
means to detect misuse, since two identical cards are now
used, potentially at close points in time. TheAD system could
observe booking events across all cards at the different doors
of a building and built an understanding of how close doors
are located and how much time is needed to progress from
one door to another one. If the legitimate owner uses his card
at one part of the building, while the attacker causes bookings
in a another one, temporal conditionswill be violated.

2.2.3 UC#3 Excessive Access Rights

In this case, a card has been granted access rights to a room,
but was never used to open the corresponding door. This
happens quite frequently if access rights are not managed
individually but via groupmemberships. Although the legit-
imate card owner would be allowed to go through the door
the usage on that particular lock would be highly suspicious.
An anomaly in this case is thus a booking event at a door by
a card holder who has never (or rarely) crossed this door.

2.2.4 UC#4 Remote Unlock Operations

Several BSS offer the operator the ability to temporarily
unlock doors for all persons remotely. This is a feature to
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ease delivery of goods. In many cases specific doors are
unlocked through predefined schedules at fixed time slots
or days of a week. For exceptional cases, operators can issue
unlock operations manually too. If an attacker bribes or
blackmails an operator, unusual unlock operations, e.g., at
doors that were never unlocked in the past or unlock opera-
tions at uncommon times, would be detected by AD.

3 ANOMALY DETECTION WITH AECID

This section provides some background information on appli-
cable log data analysis techniques and subsequent anomaly
detection in CPS.

3.1 Anomaly Detection in Logs Beyond Enterprise IT

While AD approaches for IT security have been investigated
by researchers for years, this field has not been deeply
explored beyond enterprise IT, especially for small cost-
effective devices with limited computing power, such as
low-end embedded systems and IoT nodes. Signature and
block-listing based approaches are only capable of detecting
malicious single events, instead, AD allows also to monitor
complex processes and to detect attacks that manifest in
malicious event frequencies and sequences [9]. However,
due to high false positive rates, challenges during parsing
unstructured textual log lines and fast changes in the syntax
of the log data, carrying out AD is not trivial. The rapidly
changing cyber threat landscape and the high data diversity,
caused by a high variety of computer systems/IT devices
and frequently changing networks, require flexible and self-
adaptive anomaly detection approaches. Self-learning solu-
tions build a baseline of the normal system behavior during
the training phase, and then use it as ground truth to detect
anomalies that expose attacks in the detection phase [10].

Typical machine (deep) learning approaches such as arti-
ficial neural networks (ANN), Bayesian networks, decision
trees, hidden Markov models (HMM) and support vector
machines (SVM) often require large amounts of resources
that are, as in case of embedded systems and IoT, often not
available. Moreover, the lack of appropriate and well-bal-
anced trainings data is an issue. Furthermore, they mostly
work for numerical data only and not for rather complex
interdependent text data, such as computer log data. Rea-
sons for this are high dimensionality of the data (compared
to simple numeric series), a lack of intuitive distance metrics,
and encoding issues [11], [12]. Hence, AECID applies rather
traditional methods from statistics and machine learning.
Clustering [13], and methods from probability [14] and

graph theory [15] are leveraged to identify significant prop-
erties of log data and to build efficient parser models which
allow to reduce computational complexity of log parsing.
Furthermore, procedures adopt stochastic methods, such as
statistical tests, stochastic processes and association rules to
model normal system behavior and to identify rules which
describe unique event sequences and correlations in log data.

3.2 Overview of the AECID Approach

We apply the anomaly detection (AD) approach AECID1,
that was designed to work on textual log data. Fig. 1 illus-
trates the operational mode of the AECID methodology.
The approach analyzes unstructured textual event data,
such as syslog messages from computer systems or protocol
data from manually recorded events (e.g., access logs).

In the training phase (1a) a parser generator analyzes tex-
tual log data and automatically builds event parsers, i.e.,
identifies implicit structures in apparently unstructured
records using clustering, to decompose and understand tex-
tual representations of events with no manual interven-
tion [16]. After the training phase (2), the parser obtains the
event parsers from the parser generator. The parser ana-
lyzes then the unstructured textual event data entities sepa-
rately (1b), i.e., it performs a single event evaluation. Thus,
depending on the configuration, the parser either forwards
not parseable events to the parser generator – which collects
them and adapts the event parsers (3a) -, or it triggers a
point anomaly (3b). The rule generator/evaluator and time
series analysis module obtain parseable events from the
parser, and it defines and evaluates statistical rules. For
example, it evaluates the distribution with which events
occur, it defines observed good event sequences, and it car-
ries out a time series analysis. Thus, the module detects
deviations of complex processes from the normal system
behavior as anomalous event frequencies and sequences (5).
Eventually, the parser along with the rule evaluator mod-
ule, define a model of the normal behavior of the observed
environment (e.g., a physical access control system to a
building), evaluate the model and continuously verify it.

4 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

We discuss the implementation of an unsupervised anom-
aly detection system for a BSS using the AECID approach
outlined before. In particular, we investigate how log data
is being parsed and analyzed with a set of specifically con-
figured detectors.

4.1 Monitoring and Logging

Log data is the lowest common denominator of data that
any piece of software can produce to inform about its opera-
tional state. Thus, log data is a key information source for
many different applications, such as anomaly detection. We
collect log data from a building security system, specifically
from the physical access module of a AVASYS.access sys-
tem,2 to steer the development of the analytical model that
captures the baseline of normal system behavior. The

Fig. 1. Approach to anomaly detection in log data.

1. AMiner: https://github.com/ait-aecid/logdata-anomaly-miner [7]
2. PKE AVASYS.access with ADC-M and ADC-S controllers

installed in PKE’s headquarter in Vienna
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investigated log data includes log lines of a variety of event
types, such as updates and connection status. For the analy-
sis, only two event types are of particular interest. The first
type relates to door opening events and indicates if the
access to a door d 2 D was granted or rejected for a card c 2
C. The second type consists of remote unlock operations,
where an operator o 2 O remotely granted access to a door
d or the door d was unlocked according to a schedule.
Fig. 2a provides example lines for both event types.

4.2 Logdata Parsing

Log data occurs in form of unstructured or semi-structured
text lines that describe a certain system or network event.
Thus, log parsing is an important task prior to log analysis. A
log parser defines the syntax, i.e., unique structure, of the data
produced by a monitored system or service. It describes log
lines as series of nodes andmaps elements of log lines to these
nodes, e.g., by assigning strings separated by white spaces in
text messages to nodes. The nodes restrict the benign format
or type of values, e.g., only allowing a static string, numerical
values, timestamps of a certain structure, etc. This way, the
log parser gives semantic meaning to nodes. AECID uses a
specific type of parser that has a tree-like structure (see
Fig. 2b). The tree-like structure reduces the complexity of log
line parsing and thus improves performance [16].

Fig. 2 depicts the parsing process of an example log line.
The parser dissects the framed log line from left to right by
traversing the parser tree and successively mapping sub-
strings of the log line to its nodes. The traversal starts at the
root node of the parser tree and accounts for the mentioned
node restrictions. This way the parser process ensures that
the whole log line is syntactically correct and mapped to a
known parser path. Each value of a parser node eventually
describes a part of the original log line. In the further analysis
phase, each token is referenced by a unique path. Two paths
and the values of the log line are listed in Fig. 2c. The path
consists of a sequence of node identifiers which specify the
traversal route to the node in the parser (similar to a directory
structure in a file system) and the value is the corresponding
substring in the log line. This way, we can efficiently access

the value of a door d and a card c (among others) in a logged
event without the need of common linear tokenization. For
the details of this approach please refer to [16].

4.3 System Behavior Model Building

In this paper, we focus on two basic event types. The first
one captures the usage of a card c 2 C (usually through its
legitimate owner) to open a door d 2 D; the second one logs
an operator’s o 2 O remote unlock operations (see UC#4) of
a specific door d. The recorded log data L ¼ ½l1; l2; . . .� is
assumed to be a sequence of log lines solely consisting of
one of these event types. The single log lines for door open-
ing attempts have the form li ¼ ðti; ci; diÞ and the log lines
for remote unlocks li ¼ ðti; oi; diÞ, where ½t1; t2; . . .� is a series
of ascending timestamps, ci a card, oi an operator and di a
particular door. Table 1 provides a glossary of all symbols
used in this paper.

Door Sequence Model D. The usage of every card c is cap-
tured in a weighted directed graph Gc ¼ Dc;Ech i, where the
set of nodes Dc � D is a fixed set of doors that have been
opened using c. An edge ec;d;d0 2 Ec reflects a transition
between two doors, where d0 has been opened with c after
opening (and presumably passing through) d. The weight of
an outgoing edge wc;d;d0 of a door node d corresponds to the
probability that the next door opening attempt of c is the tar-
get door node d0. Therefore, the weights of all edges take val-
ues within the interval [0,1] and all outgoing edges of every
node sum up to 1, i.e., 8c 2 C 8d 2 Dc :

P
d02Dc

wc;d;d0 ¼ 1.
The timestamps of the door opening events are in ascending
order and are within a time interval, which reflects the core
working hours of the respective card owner. For most appli-
cation cases, it is feasible to assume a break during night.
Thus, we introduce an artificial end of day node deod 2 Dc,
which is not the result of a log line, but is used to ‘terminate’
all transitions over midnight (and start new transitions on
the next day), i.e., the timestamp of the next line is on another
day. As a consequence, the model skips transitions from a
door d on one day to another door d0 on another day. The
model building approach creates separate models Gc for
each card c 2 C.

Fig. 2. Example for the parsing process: raw log lines are dissected according to a parser tree to make single log tokens accessible via parser paths
for further analysis.
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Transition Time Model T . The timestamps ti of door open-
ing events depend on the physical distances between any
doors d 2 D. Through analyzing timestamps ti and tj of two
consecutive events reflected by li and lj it is possible to
determine the minimal time it takes the owner of card c to
get from di to dj. In the following, these times are called
minimal transition times. A symmetric matrix with a diago-
nal of zeroes D ¼ fdd;d0 gðd;d0Þ2D�D stores these minimal tran-
sition times. For easier handling of the entries of D, the
entries dd;d0 and dd;0d are interchangeable and therefore
simultaneously modified. The entries dd;d0 of the matrix rep-
resent the minimal transition times between two doors d
and d0 of any card c 2 C, as described in Eq (1).

dd;d0 ¼ min
ðt;c;dÞ;ðt;0c;d0Þ2L

jt� t0j (1)

Remote Unlock Model R. For every door d 2 D, our
approach provides a model to capture scheduled unlocks
and unlocks triggered by operators o 2 O. The scheduled
unlocks usually follow a time plan and result in remote
unlock events for a specific door at precisely predefined
times and week days, while manually triggered and some-
what irregular unlocks are less deterministic. The model for
the remote unlocks is a list of lists R ¼ frdgd2D. The lists rd
include a record of the timestamps of each remote unlock
operation of door d. Note that this model does not take the
operators o 2 O into account that trigger unlock operations.
The reason for this is the rather low number of unlock oper-
ations in real use cases which would result in a lengthy
training phase (see Section 5).

4.4 AMiner Detectors

Detectors of the AMiner are designed to be universally appli-
cable and support a wide variety of log data structures. In
order to demonstrate this ability, we show how to configure
some detectors specifically useful for the BSS application
case. Additionally, these detectors cover the use cases dis-
cussed in Section 2. The detectors described in this section all
require a training phase, where the AMiner learns the detec-
tion algorithms’model reflecting themonitored system’s nor-
mal behavior. Thereafter, the detectors automatically raise

anomalies when log lines deviate from the learned model.
Notice, this is an unsupervised approach that learns from the
beginningwithout the use of a labeled training set.

4.4.1 NewComboDetector (NCD)

Use cases UC#1 andUC#3 result in logged access attempts of
a card c to previously never passed doors d. Most cards c 2 C
are only used in combination with a small set of doors d 2 D
and new combinations are added rarely to the list of benign
combinations. Consequently, it is feasible to detect anoma-
lous behavior by reporting every occurrence of a new card-
door combination. The NewComboDetector (NCD) analyzes
the value combinations of specific parser paths and raises
anomalieswhen new value combinations appear.

Training Phase. For each log line li ¼ ðti; ci; diÞ processed
in the training phase, any card ci that was used to open
door di is added toDci of Gci .

Anomaly Detection. In the detection phase, for every log
line li ¼ ðti; ci; diÞ that does not satisfy Eq. (2) an anomaly
is raised (and optionally the door di is added to Dci of
Gci ).

di 2 Dci (2)

Example. Tables 2 a and 2 b demonstrate the detection of
new card-door combinations with the NCD approach.
Table 2 a includes the list of learned benign combinations.
Table 2 b provides a list of combinations occuring during the
detection phase. These are tested against the learned base-
line, and new, i.e., anomalous combinations aremarkedwith
‘x’ in the third column of Table 2 b.

4.4.2 EventSequenceDetector (ESD)

Determined by physical circumstances and steady behavior
of card owners, doors are usually opened in repeating order.
For instance, many card owners always enter a building
through the main entrance, walk up to a particular floor
where they enter a department area, and move straight
into their offices. These usage patterns can be learned,
and used as a baseline to detect deviations in door open-
ing sequences.

The EventSequenceDetector (ESD) is a detector which
analyzes event sequences of a given length n. The ESD mon-
itors whether the sequence of the last n events has already
been observed in the training phase and raises anomalies
otherwise. The ESD can also analyze the sequence of values
of a given parser path depending on the value of another
path. This allows to analyze door sequences for each card c
separately.

TABLE 1
Glossary of the Model Symbols

C set of cards c card
D set of doors d door
O set of operators o operator
L log data l log line
t time stamp D door sequence model
T transition time model R remote unlock model
G directed graph E set of edges
e edge w weight
D transition time matrix d entry of D
R list of door unlocks r timestamp record
S list of trained door sequences s one trained door sequence
H list of current door sequences h current door sequence
P list of last card use p last card use
{ confidence value n sequence length in ESD
m aggregation window length mmax max. number anomalies
tuse time of last usage tmax max. time before removal
A list of anomaly results

TABLE 2
Example for Anomaly Detection Using the NCD
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Training Phase. The model D described in Section 4.3 is
extended with a list of lists S ¼ fsc : c 2 Cg, where each list
sc refers to a card c present in the log data. Each list sc stores
all door sequences for card c that were present in the train-
ing phase. Furthermore, a second list of lists H ¼ fhc : c 2
Cg is introduced, where each list hc consists of the last n
doors d card cwas used on.

Anomaly Detection. For each new log line li ¼ ðti; ci; diÞ,
the ESD verifies if Eq. (3) still complies. If the sequence is of
length n and not in list sci , an anomaly is raised (and option-
ally the sequence added to the list).

hci 2 sci (3)

Example. Tables 3 a and 3 b show an example for the anal-
ysis of door sequences for two cards using the ESD approach.
Table 3 a lists the sequences (sequence length n ¼ 2) for each
card c 2 C learned during training. Table 3 b shows the anal-
ysis of new lines. In the third column of Table 3 b anomalies
are marked by ‘x’.

4.4.3 TransitionTimeDetector (TTD)

Physical distances between doors result in minimal transition
times in which cards can plausibly move between them.
Anomalous behavior as described in UC#2 potentially results
in door transitions that undercut these times. When physical
distances between doors are unknown in advance during
training, theminimal transition times need to be estimated.

The TransitionTimeDetector (TTD) analyzes the minimal
transition times between changes of values in log lines at a
given parser path. It can further be configured to distinguish
events based on the values of a second path. This feature ena-
bles the analysis ofminimal transition times of value changes
in the first path of two log lines, while they keep the same
value in the second path. Applied to our application context,
this allows to track the minimal transition times between
two doors (referenced in the first path) of a specific card (ref-
erenced as static value in a second path).

Training Phase. The transition time model T builds the
basis for the TTD approach. The model is extended with a
list of pairs P ¼ fpcgc2C which track the transition times of
cards c 2 C. A pair pc ¼ ðtc; dcÞ includes the timestamp tc
and door dc at which a card cwas last used.

The detector checks if for card ci of each processed log
line li ¼ ðti; ci; diÞ, list P contains an associated pair pci . In

that case, the transition time matrix D is updated. If the
entry ddci ;di in D is undefined, the entry is set to the current
transition time ti � tci . Otherwise, the TTD verifies if the
transition time undercuts the time stated in matrix D as
given in Eq. (4).

ddci ;di � ti � tci (4)

If Eq. (4) does not hold, the entry ddci ;di of the matrix D is
updated with ddci ;di ¼ ti � tci . The entry pc in P is updated
with pc ¼ ðti; diÞ after the log line li has been processed.

At the end of the training phase, the minimal transition
times of rare transitions are not well approximated. There-
fore, after the training phase the TTD periodically checks if
the transition times satisfy the triangle inequality.

The triangle inequality states that the transition time
between two doors d; d0 2 D is not greater than the sum of
the transitions of these doors to a third door d00 2 D as
Eq. (5) states. If an entry dd;d0 is undefined and it exists a
door d00, where dd;d00 and dd;00d0 are defined, the entry is set to
the sum of these transition times. Furthermore, if the trian-
gular inequality in Eq. (5) does not hold for any combination
of doors, the entry is set to the sum of the two minimal tran-
sition times dd;d00 þ dd;00d0 and the process is repeated until the
inequality holds for any combination.

dd;d0 � dd;d00 þ dd;00d0 (5)

Anomaly Detection. The anomaly detection works analo-
gously to the training phase with the addition that an anom-
aly is raised if a transition is observed, where the minimal
transition time is not defined or Eq. (6) is violated. Notice,
� 2 ½0; 1� is a threshold, introduced to lower the rate of
anomalies that relate to an imprecise approximation of the
minimal transition time.

The adaptation of the entries of matrix D can optionally
be stopped to counteract the impact of anomalies on the
subsequent anomaly detection. If D is updated, the triangle
inequality is periodically verified. The confidence { in an
anomaly finding relies on the degree to which a previous
transition value has been undercut. The simplest form is a
linear approximation as given in Eq. (7).

ddi;dcð1� �Þ � ti � tci (6)

{ðddi;dc ; tci ; tiÞ ¼ 1� ððti � tciÞ=ddi;dcÞ (7)

Example. Table 4 depicts an example of the application of
the TTD approach. Table 4 a depicts the minimal transition
time matrix D which is used to analyze the transitions of the
lines stated in Table 4 b. The first three columns include the
values of the log lines and the other columns include the
evaluation of the transition times.

4.4.4 TimeIntervalDetector (TID)

Remote unlocks (see Use Case #4 in Section 2) cannot be
analyzed the same way as door accesses, because the pat-
terns of remote unlocks are not influenced by physical dis-
tances between doors. Therefore, other analysis methods
need to be applied to log lines of this event type. Most
remote unlocks are scheduled and automatically issued,
therefore occur at the same time of a day – with minor

TABLE 3
Example for Anomaly Detection Using the ESD
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deviations due to clock drifts or network delays. Addition-
ally, remote unlocks with malicious intent presumably
appear at times when the door is less frequently used to
avert drawing attention. For these two reasons, we analyze
the time intervals of remote unlocks to detect anomalous
behavior.

The TimeIntervalDetector (TID) is a detector that ana-
lyzes the time intervals in which values appear in selected
parser paths of log lines. Therefore, it is directly applicable
to track the time intervals in which doors are remotely
unlocked. Notice, we assume we do not have any knowl-
edge of normal remote unlock behavior but learn this base-
line from scratch through observation in a training phase.

Training Phase. In the training phase the timestamp ti of
each processed log line li ¼ ðti; oi; diÞ which corresponds to
remote unlocks is added to list rdi of the remote unlock
model R described in Section 4.3. In the further analysis,
the TID only accounts for the week day and time of day to
learn common periods when unlock operations occur.

Anomaly Detection. For each processed log line li ¼
ðti; oi; diÞ the TID checks whether the difference between the
timestamp ti and any of the timestamps t 2 rdi is less or
equal to a parameter s as Eq. (8) states. If no such timestamp
exists, an anomaly is raised. This process results in time
intervals surrounding the timestamps of the list rdi in which
unlock operations occurred in the training phase and are
thus allowed as depicted in Fig. 3 which is further described
in the example below. Sigma can be chosen depending on
how deterministic the unlock operations are performed;
e.g., manual door unlocks require a larger s than an auto-
mated system.

min
t2rdi

jt� tij � s (8)

By default, the timestamp of the log line is added to the
list rdi to adapt the model to new behavior. Optionally, this
can be disabled and the model built just from a separate
training phase. Lists rdi are periodically reduced, by remov-
ing timestamps which do not extend the range in which
unlock operations are allowed.

Example. Fig. 3 provides an example for the analysis using
the TID approach. The figure shows a timeline of 12 hours,
where vertical lines symbolize one hour distances. The time-
stamps from list rdi are marked as circles, the resulting time

intervals as brackets and the timestamps of processed log
lines as triangles. While the gray triangle lies within the
allowed time interval, the black triangle lies outside and
results in an anomaly.

4.5 Anomaly Aggregation and Alerting

In noisy environments large quantities of anomalies may be
raised. Following up on each single occurrence would easily
overload security operators. Nevertheless, especially stolen
or lost cards, misused by illegitimate card holders, are an
underestimated problem today. Thankfully, for this use
case (UC#1), we can relax our detection requirements. The
assumption is that a motivated attacker systematically tests
a stolen or lost card for access in short time spans, i.e., ille-
gitimate card holders enter buildings usually once and test
how far they are able to get. Therefore, we do not need to
treat each single anomaly immediately, but need to detect
cumulative anomalies concerning the same card in limited
time spans. We apply a sliding window approach of length
m individually per card c, where m represents the number
of log lines from bookings of card c. If more than mmax log
lines are reported as anomalous a in this window by, for
instance, the NCD or ESD, an alert is raised. This way, we
limit the sensitivity of anomaly detection, reduce the anom-
aly rate and put more emphasis on situations described by
our use cases. Eq. (9) defines the alert model formally,
where Ac ¼ faðc;iÞ : i 2 f1; . . .mgg; aðc;iÞ 2 f0; 1g is the list of
anomaly results of the last m lines caused by using card c 2
C. The value of aðc;iÞ equals one if the ith last line was anom-
alous and zero otherwise.

Xm

i¼1

aðc;iÞ > mmax (9)

4.6 Continuous Learning and Aging

Common machine learning approaches foresee separate
training and test phases to build models and test new data
instances against these learned models. The introduced
approach is basically not different from that, however, can
be utilized also in a continuous learning mode. In this case
anomalies are reported only once and the model automati-
cally extended by the new data right afterwards. This is spe-
cifically useful in quickly changing environments, where the
learnedmodel never becomes stable. In that case, an operator
could be alerted by the first occurrence of, e.g., a new card-
door combination, but not by subsequent appearances.

However, with this approach, the model also continu-
ously grows over time and will soon also contain informa-
tion that does not constitute regular behavior but also
exceptional cases. In an extreme case, a card will become

TABLE 4
Example for Anomaly Detection Using the TTD

Fig. 3. Example for one normal and one anomalous timestamp detected
with the TID.
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associated with all doors, and thus it will not be able to
detect anomalies related to this card any more. We therefore
foresee an important model extension if used in continuous
learning mode: Every addition of a model element in D, T
or R is associated with a timestamp tuse, indicating its last
usage (i.e., comparison with an element from a recent log
line). Whenever a model element, such as a card-door com-
bination, has not occurred in the log data for a time span
tmax, this element is removed from the model. This way,
obsolete information ages out of the models. Eq. (10) defines
this aging condition for removal of an element formally.
Symbol t denotes the current time.

t� tuse > tmax (10)

5 EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

We demonstrate the applicability of our approach in course
of an extensive real world evaluation that was carried out
with data collected over a year. In order to rate the capabili-
ties of the different models and detectors, we evaluate their
detection performance separately. We investigate the impact
of different model parameters, such as length of training
intervals or confidence thresholds. Furthermore, we distin-
guish between (i) a simple anomaly detection approach,
where every deviation from a trained model is considered,
(ii) an approach that applies continuous learning, where
deviations are reported only once and then added to the
model, and (iii) an aggregated approach,where only the com-
bined occurrence of anomalies is reported as alerts.

5.1 Data Set Description

We evaluate our concepts with an extensive data set from
real world installations of the Austrian company PKE,3 spe-
cifically from a centralized AVASYS.access management
system that spans 12 physical sites of PKE across Austria
and Germany. This data set contains log data that reflect the
card usage over a full year in the time from March 1st, 2020
to February 28, 2021. In that time, 598364 card bookings
were recorded by using 1808 unique cards at 145 distinct
physical doors. A total of 11092 unique card-door combina-
tions can be found in the data set. Notice that doors are not
equally distributed over the physical sites. The largest site
contains 49 doors, the second and third largest site 19 and
15 respectively. On the other side of the scale, seven loca-
tions contain less than 10 doors. This is an important fact
since it explains the different card usage patterns. While
some persons use their cards ten times a day, others only
use them once to enter a building. Additionally, some doors
need authorization in both directions, but most doors only
in one direction, i.e., people need the access card to enter a
building, but not to leave it.

Fig. 4 shows the number of produced log lines per day,
where one log line corresponds to one booking, i.e., the usage
of one card at a specific location. The figure visualizes a
weekly rhythmwith dips over theweekends. Notice, the first
two weeks in this plot represent normal working weeks,
however, after that, in mid March 2020 the first hard lock-
down due to the Covid-19 pandemic caused a significant

drop in the number of daily door transitions. Similarly,
around Christmas and towards the end of the x-axis of the
plot a sharp drop of activity can be recognized.

Another important question is how the booking opera-
tions are distributed across the cards. As expected, a few
cards are used quite extensively, while other cards are used
only a few times a day at best (depending on the site of the
card owner). Since our model should work without such
specific domain knowledge, we provide some insights into
the card usage behavior to explain the results later in this
paper, but do not account for this information in the anom-
aly detection phase.

Fig. 5a enumerates all cards in the data set on the x-axis
and shows for each card at how many unique doors this
card has been used per day on the y-axis. The cards are
sorted in descending order by the number of log lines the
respective card is associated with. Additionally, the color as
a third dimension provides insights into how frequently
card x has been used to open y unique doors at one day and
thus describe how common this usage pattern is (scaled to
[0,1] whereas 1 means 100%). For instance, a card might be
used at 2 unique doors most of the year (reflected by a red
to orange bar), but might be used infrequently by signifi-
cantly more unique doors (reflected by a blue to green bar).

We repeat this analysis, but just for those cards that were
used on at least 25% of all days in the data set (cf. Fig. 5b).
This way, we filter out all rarely used cards, primarily
caused by regularly executed lock-downs due to the Covid-
19 pandemic. It is however noteworthy that still 719 cards
(out of 1808) exhibit a somewhat ‘regular’ behavior, despite
the frequent lock-down measures.

As for the remote unlock operations 56 doors at 9 sites
are remotely unlocked by 17 different operators. From these
56 doors, 35 are located at one site alone. In total 7612
unlock operations are issued over the whole time span of
the data set.

Limitations of the Data Set. Several issues are noteworthy
that have impact on the further evaluation:

� Volatile card usage: Due to the Covid-19 pandemic
and several hard lock-downs the otherwise antici-
pated periodic booking behavior changed dramati-
cally. This alone constitutes numerous anomalies in
the data set.

� Temporary work assignments:Many card owners are fre-
quently re-assigned to different groups and depart-
ments to aid the project oriented business of PKE.

Fig. 4. Number of log lines per day.

3. https://www.pke.at/
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Thus, the data set is noisier, i.e., themodel is less stable
than expected. This would however be different in a
more stable environment.

� Changes of infrastructure: Some door controllers were
changed throughout the year which got new ids,
however no mapping from the old to the new ids was
performed by the system. So, several new doors
emerged during the year, while older ones disap-
peared. This causes anomalies toowith our approach.

Anomalies. During data recording, we asked some card
holders to introduce anomalies. Although, we expect
anomalies due to variations of daily business, this way, we
had a confirmed ground truth. We knew the time stamps
where our approach should detect anomalies and could
use this knowledge to verify our findings. Of course,
besides these known anomalies, several unknown, but likely
still true positives, were detected, as discussed throughout
the evaluation.

The position and properties of the introduced known
anomalies are as follows:

� Systematic Trial and Error (UC#1): On December, first
2020, card number 490 tried to open 34 doors at one
location in a time frame of 89 minutes, which should
clearly be detected and stick out of the background
noise.

� Cloned Cards (UC#2): On September, 9th 2020, card
524 was cloned and used at two different sites
(Munich/DE and Vienna/AT) in a short time inter-
val, specifically, shorter than a realistic travel time
between the two sites.

� Excessive Access Rights (UC#3): Naturally included
throughout the data set, people tend to use their
cards irregularly at doors they usually do not pass
through. The reason for that are quickly changing
project team assignments. There was no need to arti-
ficially include such anomalies into the data set. This
type of anomalies constitutes most of the noise in
our data set.

� Remote Unlock Operations (UC#4): On December, 13th
2020, door ‘925 (TG)’ was remotely unlocked, delib-
erately outside usual unlock times.

5.2 Detection of Recurrent Anomalies

In our first experiments, we directly apply the detectors as
described in Section 4.4, specifically the NewComboDetec-
tor (NCD) to spot any new combinations of card-door usage
and the EventSequenceDetector (ESD) to detect any break-
ing door transition sequences.

In this set of experiments we aim to detect all deviations
from a trained behavior in a specified training phase. For
instance, for the NCD this means that if a card c has not
been used at door d in the training phase, but is then used
five times after the training phase at the same door d, the
system will issue five recurrent anomalies4.

We first look into the application of the NCD. A key
question is how many combinations that have not been
observed in the training phase, the detector recognizes at
all. We further like to gain more insights into the effects of
different lengths of training phases on the detection results,
and aim to find an appropriate length. Table 5 b shows the
number of card-door combinations that were not part of the
training phase. Since card usage varies tremendously, we
implemented training phases per card, not for the whole
system. So, we take the first 20, 50, 100, 500, 1000 and 2000
log lines of each card for training (which might take longer
for rarely used cards) to build up the door sequence model
D. For each of these training phases, the number of detected
anomalies in the rest of the data set is given in the respective
columns. Notice, the first data column states all occurring
card-door combinations without learning, thus the numbers
are comparatively high.

We test the anomaly detection on data sets of different
lengths. Thus, we consider only the first month, the first 3
months, the first half year or the whole year of our data set.
This allows us to rate the feasibility of the training length. A
careful tradeoff is required here: If the training length is too
short, a high number of anomalies will be reported in the
testing phase; if it is too long, it takes a considerable amount
of time to create the model and enter the testing phase.

Additionally, Table 5 a reports the number of cards that
produced the anomalies given in Table 5 b. For longer train-
ing phases, less cards are available in the data set that even

Fig. 5. Number of used unique doors per day for each card (in descend-
ing order by the number of log lines of the respective card).

4. In contrast to that, unique anomalies, describe new card-door com-
binations that occurred but do not count re-occurring bookings, so only
one anomaly would be reported in our simple example, instead of five.
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produced that amount of log lines. For instance, training
with 100 lines is just possible for 1053 cards in the data set
of one year length, and even then produces 33861 anomalies
in this time span. Thus, training phases above 100 lines are
barely feasible, since this would further limit the number of
cards in the model.

Fig. 6 visualizes the number of NCD anomalies for each
card over a time span of 12 months after training with the
first 50, 100, and 200 log lines per card. Notice the changing
number of cards on the x-axis, since we only consider cards
with sufficient amounts of log lines in the data set and for
which the training phase could be finished. Here, the num-
ber of recurrent anomalies is relevant (blue line), which is
comparatively high, if they shall be treated manually (i.e., in
case a security operator is being alerted each time). Never-
theless, we conclude the investigation of detecting anoma-
lies with the NCD with the finding that increasing the
training phase from 50 to 100 lines almost cuts the number
of anomalies in half, however the impact of further increas-
ing the training phase to 200 lines is much less.

Similarly to the NCD, we apply the same schema to the
ESD. For the sake of brevity, we skip the detailed tables and
just show the number of detected anomalies for a training
phase of 100 lines per card in Fig. 7. The shape of the distri-
bution is similar to the NCD, however, the number of
detected anomalies is tremendously higher. This does not
come unexpected, since the ESD detects breaking sequences
and is thus much more sensitive than the NCD.

Eventually, both models for detecting recurrent anoma-
lies are not directly applicable on our data set without fur-
ther measures. Given the number of detected anomalies, it
is not feasible from an economic perspective for a security
operator to follow up on each instance. As a consequence of
this high false positive rate, operators would likely start to
ignore recurrent anomalies. We need a better model to pin-
point significant anomalies.

5.3 Detection of Unique Anomalies

Instead of detecting recurrent anomalies, in the second experi-
mentwe aim to detect unique anomalies only. Thismeans,we
enable continuous learning in our models and report only
new occurrences of card-door combinations (NCD) or new
occurrences of door transition sequences (ESD), and add
them after the first occurrence to ourmodels. In a real applica-
tion, this would likely not happen automatically, but would

require additional confirmation from a security operator to
add them (and would require an aging procedure to remove
them again from the model). The TransitionTimeDetector
(TTD), used to detect impossible travel times between doors,
and the TimeIntervalDetector (TID), used to spot unusual
remote unlock operations, are applied in an unsupervised
mode already, i.e., they continuously learn new values. Now,
we do the same for theNCDand ESD too.

We refer again to Fig. 6 (specifically to the configuration
with training length 100) for the NCD and Fig. 7 for the ESD,
however, this time we just count the unique anomalies, i.e.,
the first occurrence of a new combination or sequence
(orange lines). As expected, the number of anomalies is
greatly reduced, but anomaly reduction works much better
for theNCD than for the ESD. For theNCD, only 3394 unique
anomalies are reported instead of 33861 anomalies in total,
which reduces the number of anomalies over the whole data
set to approx. 10%. For the ESD the reduction rate is worse
and the remaining amount is 24%. This does not come unex-
pected. Since the underlying model of the ESD is more com-
plex and thus more prone to unique anomalies, reduction
worksworse than for the simplermodel of the NCD.

TABLE 5
Detection Performance of the NCD for Training Lengths
of 0, 20, 50, 100, 500, 1000, 2000 Log Lines Per Card

Fig. 6. NCD: Recurrent and unique anomalies.
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For the NCD, this may result in a manageable number of
anomalies, depending on the environment and the security
requirements of the applicant. Manual investigation of the
results confirmed the presence of anomalies corresponding
to UC#3, i.e., staff using their excessive access rights to pass
through doors that they did not use in the past. A consider-
able (but not otherwise defined) amount of this type of
anomalies are caused by the fact that parts of the infrastruc-
ture were upgraded in the observation period, resulting in
changed door ids. Nevertheless, the average anomaly rate
per card for a training length of 100 lines is 3.22 (3394
unique anomalies distributed accross 1053 cards) with a
standard deviation of 4.33, which is a bearable number for
manual investigations in high security environment. Time-
wise, this would mean an investigation of approx. 9.2 anom-
alies per day over all cards. However, keep in mind that we
investigated a quite volatile environment; thus in a high-
security environment with rigid processes we would expect
far smaller numbers of anomalies. We therefore deem the
NCD fit for purpose to spot anomalies corresponding to
UC#3 and with limitations UC#1. We relax the security
requirements further and apply an anomaly aggregation
mechanism in the next section to reduce the efforts of secu-
rity operators.

Notice, the ESD too may detect the resulting anomalies of
use cases UC#1 and UC#3. However, this detector suffers
from high noise and is further not feasible for rarely used
cards, where no stable sequences emerge. To counter this
problem, a new door sequence hc of a card c 2 C could be
tested globally to appear in any sequence list sc0 of a card
c0 2 C. This would mean that the sequence of a card usage
is tested against all known sequences of all cards, and thus
significantly change our use case assumptions for anomaly
detection. We did therefore not follow up on that. The ESD
intuitively seems to be a feasible approach for mature high-
security environments with stable processes, but cannot be
fully tested with our data set due to high noise.

The TTD is used to detect cloned cards, specifically their
simultaneous usage at different locations (UC#2). For that
purpose we ran through the full 12 months of the data set
and continuously updated model T with the minimum
times between two bookings of the same card at two distinct
doors. After two weeks, we started to report anomalies.
Fig. 8 visualizes the distribution and type of anomalies. The
top graph shows the whole time span including the first
two weeks. In the beginning the minimal transition times
are only poorly estimated resulting in a high amount of

anomalies. After two weeks, we still let the model continu-
ously learn new minimal times, but report their occurrences
as anomalies. The bottom graph shows the number of model
updates, i.e., anomalies, per day. Notice, anomalies have a
confidence. The more a new value undercuts the old one, the
higher is the confidence in this anomaly. If we just consider
the highest category (red; cutoff at 0.9 confidence) only a
hand full (28) of anomalies are reported over the year. There
is a significant peak in the beginning of June 2020, which is
the result of newly installed doors at location DE STR, which
have not been trained and therefore considered noise in the
data set. Similarly, end of October to begin of November new
doors were added at the location AT VIE, mid to end of
December at the location AT GRZ and other single doors
were added at other times that resulted in single anomalies.
However, the red confidence anomaly reported beginning of
September 2020 is caused by the artificially introduced
anomaly as described in Section 5.1. Besides this true positive
and the described noise due to infrastructure changes, the
further 7 anomalies are considered false positives, which is a
treatable number for one year of observation. Overall, the
TTD achieves an accuracy of 0.999.5 We could even argue
that these 7 anomalies are true positives too, since we suc-
cessfully detected significant infrastructure changes (that
could have been the consequence of adversarial manipula-
tions) without external knowledge. We conclude that the
TTD is fit for purpose.

The TID’s purpose is to detect unusual remote unlock
operations at relevant doors (UC#4). Here, we distinguish
between new doors that have never been unlocked, and
unlock operations outside previously observed time intervals.

Fig. 7. ESD: Recurrent and unique anomalies.

Fig. 8. TTD: Number of anomalies (top) and after a training length of two
weeks (bottom).

5. calc: 1-7[FP]/(598364[total lines]-38543[2 weeks’ lines]) = 0,999987
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Additionally, there are two different forms of unlock opera-
tions: (i) permanent unlocks that allow repeatedly opening a
door until locked again, and (ii) one time unlocks which allow
exactly one person to pass through. In total we observe 7020
unlock operations, of which 592 are one time unlocks in the
whole dataset over 12 months. For UC#4 we deem one time
unlocks more relevant, since an attacker would need to issue
only a single command and thus the hurdle is lower. Out of
the 7020 unlock operations, the TID detects 56 anomalous
new door unlocks (of which only 17 are one time unlocks).
Likewise, out of the 7020 unlock operations, 90 of them
occurred outside learned hours (respectively 14 of themwere
one time unlocks). Fig. 9 visualizes these numbers on a time-
line. If we again apply a training period of 2 weeks, we can
further decrease these numbers. Then only 15 anomalous
new door unlocks and 10 unlocks outside learned intervals
occurred. These add up to 25 anomalies of which one was the
deliberately introduced anomaly on December, 13th 2020.
The other 24 anomalies seem to be the result of unusual
behavior which could not be explained as either malicious or
good retrospectively. If they are treated as false positives the
TID achieves a accuracy of 0.997. For an observation period of
12 months, these numbers, summarized again in Table 6, are
perfectly manageable for a security operator, and we there-
fore consider the TID effective.

5.4 Detection of Alerts With NewComboDetector

The anomaly rate emitted by the NCD is barely economi-
cally manageable, yet this detector is crucial to cover UC#1
and partly UC#3. We therefore apply anomaly aggregation
and alerting as described in Section 4 to reduce the anomaly
rate. Table 7 shows the resulting number of alerts for vari-
ous training lengths of 0, 20, 40 and 80 log lines per card (as
indicated in the first row of the table). We tested with differ-
ent window sizes. The values x=y in the first column express

that the window size is x and y anomalies are allowed
before an alert is raised. For instance, if we perform no train-
ing at all, and apply a window size of 20 log lines of which 5
anomalies are allowed before raising an alert (which effec-
tively means that more than 5 different doors out of 20 are
used by the same card without training), we receive a maxi-
mum of 575 alerts over a whole year. From these 575 alerts
only 17 are true positives stemming from use case UC#1
introduced in Section 5.1. Fig. 10 depicts exactly that case.
Even without training, the number of anomalies due to
newly occurred card-door combinations within the speci-
fied sliding window, leading to higher number of alerts, is
manageable. The most anomalous card 490 is associated
with 17 alerts (positioned on the very left of Fig. 10, which is
exactly the card used to demonstrate UC#1. If we addition-
ally apply training of only 20 lines per card, we can reduce
the total number of alerts over a year from 575 to just 75 of
which 17 are true positives. This results in a accuracy of
5648/5706=0.99. With anomaly aggregation, we were able
to isolate the anomalous card successfully.

5.5 Model Stability and Aging

Enabling continuous learning allows, optionally together
with anomaly aggregation, an economically feasible detec-
tion in unsteady environments. Whether continuous learn-
ing should be used instead of a confined training phase
depends on the volatility of the observed environment. Nev-
ertheless, with continuous learning we run into the risk of
extending the model with information from exceptions that
are not representative for the environment. For instance, the
NCD learns every new card-door combination, even when a
door is used just once with a card. We therefore investigate
the stability of the learned model and how quickly it ages.
For that purpose, we take a closer look into the NCD and use
again different training lengths of 50, 100, and 200 log lines
per card. In the training phase, our approach associates cards
with doors and record all card-door combinations. After the
training phase is complete, we measure for each card how
many doors have been learned but are not used any more in
the test phase. Specifically, we divide the log data in the test
phase for each card individually into batches of 40 log lines
and measure the percentile of deprecated cards. Fig. 11
depicts the results. Notice, the results are smaller for shorter
training lengths, since fewer cards are part of the model.
While short training lengths are favorable from an aging per-
spective, they are more prone to high anomaly rates, e.g.,
caused by false positives, as shown in Fig. 6. Furthermore,

Fig. 9. TID: Number of new doors (top) and number of unlock operations
outside learned intervals (bottom).

TABLE 6
TID: Number of Anomalies Out of 7612 Unlock Operations

Training length 0 weeks 2 weeks

New door unlocks (total) 56 46
Out of time unlocks (total) 90 78
New door unlocks (single) 17 15
Out of time unlocks (single) 14 10

TABLE 7
Number of Created Alerts for Varying Window Lengths and for

Training Lengths of 0, 20, 40 and 80 log Lines per Card

window / train. 0 20 40 80

10/2 24/2452 21/434 21/331 21/224
20/5 17/575 17/75 17/68 17/49
30/7 15/243 15/40 15/38 15/27
40/10 12/53 12/19 12/18 12/12
60/15 7/14 7/10 7/8 7/7
80/20 2/5 2/2 2/2 2/2

The first number represents the true positives, the second one the total number
of alerts. Notice, these are massively reduced by training.
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the growth rate is notable, which over all cards seems to be
linear and independent from the training length. The config-
uration and application of an appropriate aging mechanism
to remove outdated model parts seems advisable but is left
for future work here.

The stability of the trained model heavily depends on the
length of training. Applying a continuous learning mode,
no dedicated training phase exists. Here the main question
is after how many bookings (the so called ‘init phase’,6 the
card usage behavior is expected to be stable, and new
(unique) card-door combinations shall be reported as anom-
alies. Fig. 12 aims to to answer this question. It shows the
number of unique anomalies per card over the whole data
set (i.e., doors used the first time with a specific card). With
an init length of zero, the number on the y-axis corresponds
to the total amount of associated unique doors with a card
(shown on the x-axis). The model grows quickly in the
beginning as cards are used at new doors and thus the
anomaly rate drops when extending the init length. The
number of anomalies dependent on the init length is a valu-
able metric for the model stability. Taking a closer look into
Fig. 12b, where we just considered frequently used cards
(on average at least once a day over the year, except Sun-
days), it reveals that after 100 log lines (red line) approxi-
mately half of all doors used throughout the whole year
(blue line) per card, have been observed. After 500 log lines
per card (purple line) 80-90% of all card-door combinations
have occurred. Conversely, this means that an aging period,
i.e, the time span after which model elements should be
removed to avoid overtraining, should be adapted to these
numbers. An NCD aging of, e.g., 100 lines, would mean that
every card-door combination that has not been observed for
100 log lines, is removed from the model and subsequently
alerted as anomalous. The shorter the aging period is, the
higher is the potential false positive rate; the longer the
aging period is, the higher is the chance for false negatives.

5.6 Online Anomaly Detection

Since one of our design goals was online anomaly detection,
we finally investigate how quickly we are able to detect mali-
cious behavior. While this is comparatively easy to achieve
for TID and TTD, since here a single value deviating from

the model may immediately cause an alert by design, it is
much more challenging for the NCD and ESD, where from
potentially thousands of anomalies the significant ones need
to be isolated in a timely manner. For our measurements, we
pick again theNCD and apply aggregation of unique anoma-
lies as outlined before. Table 8 shows the time delays in thou-
sands of seconds from the first detected anomaly to an
aggregated alert. An alert is raised if mt anomalies occurred
in the lastm events. At first sight, regardless from the config-
uration, the time delays seem to be extremely high, poten-
tially hundreds of hours. However, this is perfectly fine if we
consider anomalous bookings over longer time spans, poten-
tially days, where card holders might try to gradually evalu-
ate the limits of their access rights.

Looking into the standard deviation in Table 8 already
reveals that the distribution of time delays is key for the

Fig. 10. NCD: Number of alerts (window length = 20, alert when more
than 5 anomalies occure) and training length 0.

Fig. 11. NCD: Number of learned cards that did not appear in the log line
batch (10 batches with 40 log lines each).

Fig. 12. NCD: Unique Anomalies with different init lengths.

6. Notice, we carefully distinguish the init phase from the training
phase, since after the init phase themodel is still extendedwith every new
card-door combination, while after a training phase, themodel is frozen.
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evaluation of alerts. Fig. 13 visualizes these delays. The
alerts with a rather small delay on the left side (around 10�2

days corresponding to approx. 8.6 to 28.8 minutes) are the
result of the introduced anomaly (cf. Section 5.1), while the
anomalies to the right are considered false positives. The
true positives are the result of someone systematically try-
ing out new doors (i.e., one door every few minutes), while
the anomalies on the right side are the result of accidentally
used new doors over longer time spans. These numbers
also match the true positives outlined in Table 7 where 7
out of 14 alerts are considered true positives. Eventually,
distinguishing aggregated alerts due to their time delay has
huge benefit to sort out false positives and timely, i.e.,
within minutes, revealing the anomalies stemming from the
defined use cases.

6 LESSONS LEARNED

Various lessons were learned in the deployment and evalu-
ation of the detectors. We discuss specific findings on the
suitability of the detectors as well as general thoughts on
the applicability of AD for the given use cases. The findings
are substantially based on the measured detection accuracy
in course of the evaluation.

6.1 Limitations of the Data Set

The data set suffers from some limitations, most noteworthy,
changing user behavior due to the pandemic, as well as
changes in the infrastructure (door controllers were replaced).
We carefully designed the detectors, in consultation with the
system owner, tomake them resilient against these issues.

6.2 Initial Deployment of Detectors

For the evaluation, we varied the detector configurations for
a wide range of parameters, e.g., initialization lengths, train-
ing lengths and confidence thresholds. The resulting set of
curves are discussed in detail in Section 5. These figures are
supposed to reveal the impact of the different configurations
on the final results, however, are not generally valid, but spe-
cifically applicable to the investigated data set. The suitabil-
ity of the parameters rely on the detection use cases (and
anomalies to be discovered), the number of doors per site,
the number of users on these sites and the average door tran-
sitions per card. Parameters need to be set carefully in order
to obtain useful results, i.e., reliably discover anomalies due
to misuse, and on the other side not to suffer from noise (i.e,
anomalies due to legitimate behavior variations). One aspect,
which is hard to estimate, is the stability of usage behavior of

card owners, i.e., how deterministic is the booking behavior
of people without major interruptions through holidays and
inconsistencies through changes of work assignments. Sta-
bility was most notably assumed in the detector design of
the ESD, but also to a smaller extent in the NCD. Both detec-
tors have great potential to successfully reveal even subtle
anomalies, however, they are prone to varying user behav-
ior. Eventually, for a successful configuration of the detec-
tors, the stability of user behavior must be verified at first
before setting aforementioned parameters.

6.3 Continuous Improvements

After the initial deployment our system delivered poor per-
formance, which lead to an unacceptably low accuracy, e.g.,
the NCD had an accuracy of 0.943 with a training length of
100 lines.

Thus, we continuously tested and adapted the applied
detectors. We performed parameter selection analysis
and performance analysis, which lead to the concept of
anomaly aggregation (see Section 5.4) into alerts. Further-
more the continuous learning and aging process of the
behavior models was investigated (see Section 5.5). We
discuss our lessons learned regarding these aspects in
the following.

6.3.1 Parameter Selection

The optimal parameter selection of the training length
depends on the specific detector and data set properties.
Both the TTD and TID were easily configured by applying a
training length of two weeks, because of their user-indepen-
dent model design. The model designs of the NCD and ESD
analyze the cards individually and therefore the user based
training length always results in a trade off between the ini-
tialized model stability and the number of analyzed cards
in a given time window. The analysis yielded that a training
length higher than 100 was not feasible due to excluding too
many cards from the analysis.

Another investigated parameter is the confidence thresh-
old of the TTD, which states with which factor the transition
time has to be undercut to raise an alert. The evaluation
yielded that the purposefully introduced anomaly was
found with a threshold of 0.9, while simultaneously reduc-
ing the number of false positives from 324 to 7. The thresh-
old could be reduced to discover more subtle anomalies,
but was sufficient to detect the introduced ones. Notice, the

TABLE 8
NCD:Mean andMedian of TimeDelays in Thousands of

Seconds From the First Detected Anomaly to an Aggregated Alert

all cards cards with > 100 log lines

m=mt mean median std dev. mean median std dev.

10=2 1017 81 2907 462 57 1377
20=5 1999 405 3877 1189 261 2312
30=7 2847 777 5055 1944 451 3846
40=10 3308 277 6361 2031 172 4255
60=15 8142 3119 8925 8142 3119 8925
80=20 13660 21269 11189 13660 21269 11189

Fig. 13. NCD: Histogram of the time delays in days from the first
detected anomaly to an alert (m ¼ 60;mt ¼ 15 training length = 0).
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optimal threshold depends on the distance between sites
and can be set lower if they are situated closer to each other.

6.3.2 Performance Analysis

While the TTD and TID yielded sufficiently good results
(i.e., we detected 100% percent of the synthetically added
anomalies) with an economically small number of false pos-
itives (i.e., 7 and 24 anomalies for TTD and TID respectively,
which corresponds to maximal two anomalies per month
and detector), both the NCD and ESD reported too many
anomalies (NCD 3394 and ESD 20878 anomalies with train-
ing length of 100 lines per card). This is a result of the
assumed stability of the user behavior in the model design,
which was however not present in the analyzed log data.
The main problem was the temporary work assignments of
the card users, which resulted in ever changing card door
combinations and sequences.

To reduce the number of anomalies the aggregation into
alerts was introduced. While it was not possible to aggre-
gate the anomalies of the ESD into informative alerts,7 the
NCD reported a sufficiently small number of alerts after
aggregation, i.e., a drop from 5706 anomalies to 75 alerts (of
which 17 are TPs) with a time window of 20/5 and trainings
length of 20, while maintaining the detection of the pur-
posefully introduced anomaly.

6.3.3 Aging

While the continuous learning of the detectors yielded an
effective reduction of reoccurring false positives, it also
introduced the problem of an ever growing model. The
aging method was introduced to simultaneously reduce the
complexity of models and enhancing the anomaly detection
by removing old information. Fig. 11 shows that approx. 5%
of unused doors drop out per batch (each 40 log lines per
card) when progressing along the timeline.

6.4 Result Interpretation

Unfortunately, anomaly detection results are not easy to
interpret. The system reports any deviation from the
learned baseline, the art however is to distinguish devia-
tions due to malicious behavior from deviations due to
unsteady (but natural) behavior of legitimate card holders.

6.4.1 Anomaly/alarm Arrival Rate

With all described modifications a total number of 89 alerts
were falsely raised in the analysis of the whole data set. The
NCD, TTD and TID raised 58, 7 and 24 false alerts respec-
tively. If the trainings length is assumed to be two weeks
long, this corresponds to about one false alerts every four
days, which appears manageable. The number of false alerts
scales directly with the number of cards and their respective
usage behavior or remote unlock operations.

6.4.2 Application of the Classic FPR Metric

The low number of actual positive population in compari-
son to the actual negative population is the reason why the

F-score was not suitable for the evaluation [17]. The accu-
racy8 is an easily comprehensible measure, which states the
percentage of correct classification of lines into their associ-
ated population. This means, that the accuracy equally
weights the actual positive and negative population. We
argue that the detectors are reasonably precise, because
they detected all synthetically injected anomalies, and there-
fore the possible distortion of the accuracy due to class
imbalance is negligible. The accuracy of the NCD, TTD and
TID is 0.99, 0.999 and 0.997 respectively, which are reason-
ably good results, i.e., the number of expected anomalies
can be handled by a security operator as outlined above.

7 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The topic of this paper involves a number of different tech-
nical aspects. We structure the review of related work there-
fore into (i) monitoring and logging, (ii) intrusion detection
systems, (iii) anomaly detection, and (iv) application in
cyber-physical systems, specifically in building manage-
ment/security systems.

7.1 Log Data

Data logging has a widespread application area in informa-
tion and communication technology. Log data is an impor-
tant source for system monitoring [18], which comprises
acquisition of data and knowledge. Furthermore, log data is
investigated in course of digital forensics [19], which is
applied, for example, after an attack was detected to investi-
gate its origin and find out information about the attacker
and the purpose of the attack. Database logs can be used to
back up and restore database content in case of a system
crash or a destruction caused by an unauthorized access vio-
lation [20], [21], [22]. Log data contains automatically gener-
ated traces about all processes of services and components of
a computer network. Thus, it protocols all events occurring
in such networks. Log data is usually represented in human-
readable text format. This makes it easy to access the pro-
vided information. Other data sources, such as network
packets, require time-, computational- and resource-inten-
sive preprocessing before analysis. Thus, log data is a valu-
able source for cyber security analysis tools, such as IDS. The
level of detail of information provided by log data depends
on the configuration of the logging mechanisms [23]. One
drawback is that usually only logs of lower severity levels,
i.e., warning and error logs, are stored and used for security
analysis. But to carry out extensive analysis, verbose logging
is required, which, however, often is not the case. Reasons
are that logging often is a resource consuming task and pro-
duces large amounts of data that have to be stored [1].

7.2 Anomaly Detection

The rapidly changing cyber threat landscape requires flexi-
ble, self-learning and adaptive IDS approaches. One solu-
tion is self-learning anomaly detection (AD) [24]. They
usually learn during a training phase a baseline of normal
system behavior that then serves as ground truth to detect
anomalies that expose attack traces. Generally, there are
three ways how self-learning AD can be realized [7], [10],

7. There were too many alerts: 1038 alerts (of which 17 are TPs) with
a long window of size 80/20 and training length of 100 8. Accuracy = (TP + TN) / (TP + FP + TN + FN)
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[25]: (i) Unsupervised: This method does not require any
labeled data and is able to learn to distinguish normal from
malicious system behavior during the training phase. Based
on the findings, it classifies any other given data during the
detection phase. (iii) Semi-supervised: This method is applied
when the training set only contains anomaly-free data and
is therefore also called ‘one-class’ classification. (iii) Super-
vised: This method requires a fully labeled training set con-
taining both normal and malicious data. These three
methods do not require active human intervention during
the learning process. While unsupervised self-learning is
entirely independent from human influence, for the other
two methods the user needs to ensure that training data is
anomaly free or correctly labeled. Consequently, the previ-
ously described methods are categorized as unsupported
self-learning approaches [7], [25].

Using completely unsupported self-learning raises some
challenges. While providing training data for unsupervised
self-learning is rather easy and does not require any prepro-
cessing, this approach might learn malicious system behav-
ior as normal. Semi-supervised approaches try to avoid this
problem by using anomaly-free training data. Applying
these methods raises the problem of obtaining training data
that guarantees to be anomaly-free. Retrieving such a dataset
from a running productive system is usually difficult,
because organizations are often not aware of malicious activ-
ities in their computer network. Also for self-learning based
anomaly detection it is true that the more information is pro-
vided during the training phase, the more accurate the sys-
tem works later while a computer network is monitored.
Thus, supervised self-learning approaches provide the most
detailed ground truth, but providing suitable training data
for specific networks is time- and resource consuming.

To avoid the mentioned drawbacks, supported self-learn-
ing approaches can be applied, where also system adminis-
trators can influence the training phase. This means for
example, when an event is occurring for the first time and
therefore is not part of the normal system behavior and as a
consequence is classified anomalous, the administrator can
decide if the event comprises an anomaly or if it is a false
alarm and the event should be considered as normal system
behavior in the future. Furthermore, self-learning can be
used to constantly adapt the baseline, which describes the
normal behavior and keep it up-to-date, when, for example,
new devices are added to or removed from a network, or
when the used software changes because of system updates.

Aside from all the advantages of AD based detection
methods, they have also been shown to be vulnerable to a
certain type of attack [26]: When using carefully manipu-
lated input samples, i.e., adversarial examples, a threat actor
can circumvent detection or cause erroneous predictions
(high-confidence misclassification). AD based methods are
especially affected by poisoning attacks, where attackers try
to manipulate the training phase in a way that during the
detection phase their attacks are accepted as benign sys-
tem/network behavior [27].

7.3 Machine Learning

There exist many machine learning [28] algorithms to
implement self-learning AD that can be applied for that
task. Methods that are used for machine learning in cyber

security are, for example [25], [29]: (i) Clustering: Clustering
enables grouping of unlabeled data. It is often applied to
detect outliers and forms the foundation for generating log
parsers that define a system’s normal behavior [13], [30], [31].
(ii) Artificial neural networks (ANN): Input data activates neu-
rons (nodes) of an artificial network, inspired by the human
brain. The nodes of the first layer pass their output to the
nodes of the next layer, until the output of the last layer of
the artificial network classifies the monitored computer
networks’ current state [32]. (iii) Bayesian networks: Bayesian
networks define graphical models that encode the probabilis-
tic relationships between variables of interest and can predict
consequences of actions [33]. (iv)Decision trees: Decision trees
have a tree-like structure, which comprises paths that lead to
a classification based on the values of different features [34].
(v) Hidden markov models (HMM): A Markov chain connects
states through transition probabilities. HMMaimat determin-
ing hidden (unobservable) parameters from observed param-
eters [35]. (vi) Support vector machines (SVM): SVM construct
hyperplanes in a high- or infinite-dimensional space, which
then can be used for classification and regression. Thus, simi-
lar to clustering, SVM can, for example, be applied for outlier
detection [36].

7.4 Security of Cyber-Physical Systems

Numerous research works addressed the different security
aspects of the vast field of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS),
including production systems [37], smart cities, smart
energy grids [4], medical application areas and so on. The
various CPS security goals were discussed in [38]; CPS secu-
rity challenges and issues were presented, including Big
Data security [39], and IoT issues [40]; several security and
privacy solutions using cryptographic mechanisms were
discussed in [41]. Building management systems [42] utilize
one form of cyber physical systems. IoT based smart secu-
rity for home automation systems has been investigated
by [43], while [44] reviewed smart home security in detail.
Our work specifically focuses on physical access control, as
applied by building security systems (BSS) as part of larger
building management systems (BMS) [45].

Physical access control has been investigated in more
detail by [6], who report on the core set of features a physical
access control system should have baed on examining exist-
ing systems, industry standards and government regulations.
Some works, such as [46], already introduced approaches to
detect suspicious patterns in physical access control. How-
ever, their main purpose is different from ours. While our
approach was designed for self-learning a baseline and sub-
sequent online anomaly detection (of deviating behavior),
common approaches were designed for the discovery of door
unlock sequences which are fundamentally impossible by
checking them against a defined plan (and not against obser-
vations over time as our approach). The concept of “expected
behavior” is therefore fundamentally different from our
works, since theirs is pre-defined by a plan, while ours is cre-
ated (and continuously adapted) through observations.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we investigated the use of anomaly detection
in log data of cyber-physical systems. We outlined generally
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applicable detection approaches and demonstrated their
capabilities on a real-world data set from a building security
system. There, we studied detection capabilities in context
of different use cases in the domain. The experiments
showed that with careful configuration of training phases
and the use of aggregation features, our system is able to
find misuse stemming from stolen or cloned cards.

We introduced four different detectors which covered
varying parts of the initially presented use cases and which
performed with varying degree of success. It is noteworthy
that the design goal of our anomaly detection approach,
applied in building security systems, was not to reveal every
single unusual booking or door traversal, which is technically
possible but results in unbearably high numbers of anomalies.
Instead, our goal was to detect strong changes of the underly-
ing behavior of e.g., card holders and their booking behavior.
This significantly relaxes the otherwise tight requirements on
anomaly detection, since aggregation and longer observation
periods aid the targeted detection of such behavior shifts and
reduces the noise and potentially the number of false posi-
tives. In an extensive evaluation with a real data set, we dem-
onstrated the detection performance and its dependency on
the learningmode, training length, and use of anomaly aggre-
gation. Eventually, we showed that with optimized settings
of the machine learning detectors, we were able to discover
traces ofmisusewithin the defined use cases.

Future works is manifold. The consideration of changes
and updates in the environment, e.g., the replacement of
door controllers or the re-assignment of access cards to new
personnel is key to increase the detection performance.
Such changes should trigger a new learning phase or tar-
geted purge of the learned model for the concerned cards or
doors. Further research is required concerning the update
strategy of trained models in conjunction with the discussed
aging approach. While the continuous learning mode is use-
ful in volatile environments, where no steady behavior
models emerge, it is also tricky to configure an underlying
aging approach appropriately. There is currently no strat-
egy to come up with feasible configuration parameters of
such models.

Another important extension involves the consideration
of contextual elements, such as the operational role of a
card holder, and information on project assignments or
leaves. We expect that accounting for such information can
increase the anomaly detection performance respectively
the interpretation of anomalies by distinguishing expected
behavior deviations from unexpected ones. Eventually, the
case study of this paper provides interesting insights into
the applicability of anomaly detection for security purposes
in cyber-physical systems.
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